
System Software Experiment 1 - HW2 

Index Generation Program 

 

1. Introduction 

 You want to create an index generation program for counting and saving location of words in 

the book. Make a program which prints out information about every indexes in the book. 

 

2. Implementation 

A. Index Building 

Generate word-based indexes for a given book. 

- Books are provided on the CSL homepage. 

- According to the input file, create an index for every lines except the title. 

- For each index, record the word, number of uses, and location information (in which line, 

according index is used). 

 

B. Index Printing 

Based on the generated index, the output file should be generated, according to the specified 

format. 

- The first line of the output file should contain the title of the book, total number of 

indexes, and the total number of words.  

- The next line prints each index in the following format. 

 index: use count, line number, line number… 

 indexes are printed in lower case. 

- All indexes should be sorted in alphabetical order. (a to z) 
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C. Details 

The implementation details are as follows. 

- Implement using the given file. (hw2.c) 

- The answer result will be provided on the CSL homepage. 

- Ignore numbers, or words that contain numbers.  

- All words are case-insensitive. (ex: The == the, As == as) 

- Hyphen(-) and apostrophe(„) are recognized as a letter and added to index with words 

 Sorting order : Hyphen(-) and apostrophe(„), then alphabetical order (a to z)  

 Exclude other characters except hyphen and apostrophe. (?, “, ., ; etc) 

 Add character excluded words to index. (name? → name) 

- The title of the input file will be treated as 1st line.  

- If a word includes another word, it is considered as different word (boy != boys, and != 

sand) 

 Do not count a single word even if it is included in another word. 

- All header files will be allowed. 

- Special case 

 A.D →. a.d. 

 II → ii 

$ gcc –Wall –W –o hw2 hw2.c  // Compile with “-Wall –W” option 

$ ./hw2 

$ cat result.txt 

Napoleon: 100 1000  // Print out “book name” total indexes, total words 

aaa: 10, 2, 4, 10  // Print out word “aaa”, total counts, location of words(line) 

aab: 8, 4, 6, 9, 12 

bb: 13, 2, 3 

bde: 20, 5, 7, 11 

… 



 

3. Submission 

- Write comments in your code. 

- Compress all files and pdf file which explains your work into “student_id.tar” (ex: 

2016710580.tar) and submit compressed file to icampus. 

- Submission time is based on mail arrival time and there is 25% deduct point per one day 

delay. 

- When compiling an assignment with “-Wall –W” option, there should be no warnings or 

errors on the shell, there will be 1% deduction for each warning. (max : 10%) 

- If copy is found, it is assumed to be „F‟. 


